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Score 4 points for yes 

Score 1 point for sometimes 

Score 0 for no 

 

Add up each column for a total score in each 

characteristic. 

 

Shark Turtle Octopus Orca Dolphin 

1. 0T - Are you disciplined?       

2. T - Do you avoid conflict      

3. S - Do you enjoy the unexpected?      

4. T - Do you need boundaries to be efficient?      

5. OT - Are you known for being playful?      

6. D - Do you need creative outlets?      

7. O - Do you enjoy intellectual conversations?      

8. OT - Do last minute changes irritate you?      

9. S - Do you like to do it your way?      

10. T - Do you often daydream?      

11. D - Do you work best by a balanced social 
life? 

     

12. O - Do you enjoy your independence?      

13. OT - Are you a good communicator?      

14. T - Can you be slow to finish tasks or lazy at 
times? 

     

15. S - Are you inclined to bend the rules?      

16. D - Are you excitable over new ideas?      

17. O - Can you be distracted by new ideas?      

18. D - Do you get on well with others?      

19. OT - Are you organised?      

20. T - Do you work well in unstructured 
workspaces? 

     

21. T - Do you work well in unstructured 
workspaces? 

     

22. OT - Do you enjoy leadership?      

23. S - Are you independent?      

24. S - Do you make you workspace your own?      
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25. D - Do you avoid structure in your day to 
day life? 

     

26. D - Do you prefer human interaction over IT 
(social media)? 

     

27. S - Do you dislike repetitive tasks?      

28. D - Do you take shortcuts to get the job 
done? 

     

29. D - Do you enjoy lots of variety?      

30. S - Does working with others inspire you?      

31. OT - Do you like order and routine?      

32. S - Do you like others to see your success?      

33. T - Do you enjoy space and being left alone?      

34. S - Can you be impatient?      

35. OT - Do you get easily annoyed with tech 
problems? 

     

36. O - Can you get distracted by social media 
when working? 

     

37. OT - Do you dislike interruptions?      

38. D - Do you lose endurance when working 
alone? 

     

39. T - Do you find you procrastinate?      

40. D - Do you prefer sharing intellectual 
problems? 

     

41. S - Do you need to be constantly moving?      

42. T - Can you be insensitive if you are feeling 
bored or frustrated? 

     

43. O - Do you spend time reflecting on 
meetings and what you are doing with 
others? 

     

44. S - Do you enjoy being challenged?      

45. T - Do you prefer to work to your own 
pace? 

     

46. D - Do you work best with others?      

47. D - Do you enjoy brainstorming with 
others? 

     

48. S - Is boredom a pet hate?      

49. OT - Do you expect others to work at your 
pace and level of productivity? 
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50. O - Do you like feedback?      

51. OT - Are you efficient?      

52. S - Are you always looking for the next 
project? 

     

53. D - Are you inspired by interacting with 
others? 

     

54. O - Do you take on too much of others work 
to help? 

     

55. S - Are you a natural problem solver?      

56. T - Do you have firm rules and values about 
social behaviour? 

     

57. D - Do you need others to help you stay on 
track? 

     

58. T - Do you need others but not all the time?      

59. D - Can you be impulsive?      

60. O - Do you feel burn out at times?      

61. D - Are you reward motivated?      

62. OT - Do you find it hard to switch off?      

63. T - Is connection with others important to 
your productivity? 

     

64. OT - Are you loyal?      

65. D - Are you spontaneous?      

66. T - Do you have firm opinions on how things 
should be done? 

     

67. T - Do you love working alone?      

68. O - Do you enjoy supporting others?      

69. O - Are you easily side-tracked?      

70. T - Do you fail to seek help when you need?      

71. D - Do you work best with others?      

72. O - Are you passionate about supporting 
others? 

     

73. OT - Do you set up and get your workspace 
neat before you begin? 

     

74. OT - Can you multitask?      

75. T - Do you have firm opinion on how things 
should be done? 
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76. T - Are you reliable or predictable?      

77. OT - Are you selective with who you 
interact with? 

     

78. S - Do you enjoy taking risks?      

79. S - Do you cope well under pressure?      

80. OC - Are you comfortable to speak up in 
meetings? 

     

81. OC - Are you protective about your work 
and team? 

     

TOTAL SCORES      


